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ICC-ES and SolarPTL Enter Memorandum of Understanding

Mutual cooperation in the field of solar technologies will benefit manufacturers

Brea, CA – ICC Evaluation Service (ICC-ES), a provider of evaluation reports and listings of building construction products, and SolarPTL, an electrical testing laboratory, have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) in which both parties agree to provide services to streamline the process of testing and listing for manufacturers.

Through the Solar Rating and Certification program (SRCC), ICC-ES certifies solar thermal collectors, solar thermal systems and components as well as photovoltaic water heaters. ICC-ES certifications are designed to help manufacturers comply with requirements in the United States, Canada, Mexico and the Caribbean region.

“The cooperation between ICC-ES/SRCC and SolarPTL provides an additional value to manufacturers looking to test and certify their solar building product” said ICC-ES President, Shahin Moinian P.E. “We are always looking to provide an efficient customer experience for our clients while maintaining the strict standards of safety and quality that ICC-ES is known for.”

For more information, please visit www.solar-rating.org.

###

About ICC-ES

A nonprofit, limited liability company, ICC-ES is the United States’ leading evaluation service for innovative building materials, components and systems. ICC-ES Evaluation Reports (ESRs), Building Product Listings and PMG Listings provide evidence that products and systems meet requirements of codes and technical standards. The ICC-ES Environmental Programs issue VAR environmental reports that verify a product meets specific sustainability targets defined by today’s codes, standards, green rating systems and ICC-ES environmental criteria. ICC-ES is a member of the ICC family of solutions.